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Magelis GTU communicates with the PLC through one or two built-in serial channels, using... Your purchase of this official Vijeo Designer configuration tutorial ... should help you complete the configuration of

your PLC PC ... and make sure that your system is fully operational. If you have fewer than five PCs in your facility, you may want to purchase a Vijeo Designer license from us for one of them, and you can use it
as your PLC PC. ...and make sure you install all the necessary hardware components.
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ASCII representation of a
class with specific names,
like this enum class Name
{ None, Success, Failure };
We can assign a value to

the above enum with
methods like this

Name::Name Success ='s';
Name::Name Failure = 'f';
As you can see, the above
method to determine the
value of an enum is very

much abstract. Is there any
generic way to do this?

More so, how can I
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determine the class name
of an object in another way
other than simply printing
it out? A: It is possible to

have an opaque type. See
here: c6a93da74d
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